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SUMMARY
Viral Hepatitis Type B is a serious public health problem throughout
the world. Hepatitis B virus still to be the major causes of chronic
hepatitis. Although, the blood banks using HBs Ag and anti-HBc Ab.
as a screening tests for HBV, the post transfusion hepatitis B infections
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remain occur . the aim of this study is evaluation of efficacy of antiHBc Ab in screening HBV infections among the blood donors in Thi-

Dept. of Microbiology,

Qar province. A total of 13775 blood donors were involved in the

Coll. of Medicine, Thi-

study. The HBs Ag and anti-HBc antibody was detected by using

Qar Uni.

ELISA technique. The study shows that the prevalence of anti-HBc
alone was high among blood donors 379 (2.75%) when compared to

the donors that gave positive results for both markers and HBs Ag alone ,13 (0.09%) and 20
(0.14%) respectively, with high significant differences among these groups under (p< 0.001).
While the study shows no significant differences between the donors that gave positive
results for both markers and HBs Ag only under (p< 0.05). In conclusion, the prevalence of
anti-HBc among blood donors was high in compared with HBs Ag and this test showed high
specificity & positivity among blood donors and this test requires for more researches to
support the role of this antibody as a diagnostic and screening test for hepatitis B infections
among blood donors and other medical settings.
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BACKGROUND
Hepatitis B virus infection is a potentially life-threatening liver infection caused by the
hepatitis B virus. When first infected, a person can develop an acute infection, which can
range in severity from a very mild illness with few or no symptoms to a serious condition
requiring hospitalization. It is a major global health problem and can cause chronic liver
disease and chronic infection and puts people at high risk of death from cirrhosis of the liver
and liver cancer, more than 240 million people have chronic (long-term) liver infections.
About 600 000 people die every year due to the acute or chronic consequences of hepatitis
B.[1,2]
Hepatitis B prevalence is highest in sub-Saharan Africa and East Asia. Most people in these
regions become infected with the hepatitis B virus during childhood and between 5–10% of
the adult population is chronically infected. In the Middle East and the Indian subcontinent,
an estimated 2–5% of the general population is chronically infected. Less than 1% of the
population in western Europe and North America is chronically infected.[1,3] HBV is carried
in the blood and other body fluids of people who are infected. It is usually spread by contact
with infected blood or body fluids injury or injection, from a pregnant mother to her baby
during birth and unprotected sexual intercourse.[4,5]
In the typical course of acute hepatitis B , HBs Ag may be detected by ELISA or immunefluorescent methods as early as 1–2 weeks or as late as 11–12 weeks after exposure, and its
persistence is a marker of chronicity and are cleared with recovery. Antibodies to the HBV
proteins arise in different patterns during acute hepatitis B. Antibody to HBcAg (anti-HBc)
generally appears shortly before onset of clinical illness and it a marker and most reliable
means of previous infection. Also, when the anti-HBc detected in patients serum alone this
mean that the HBV infection in remote past; "low-level" HBV carrier; window period or
false-positive or nonspecific reaction.[2,4,6]
Unsafe blood transfusion is one of the routes of transmission for HBV infection. In spite of,
all blood donors being tested routinely for hepatitis B surface antigen (HBs-Ag) as a marker
for HBV, the cases of post-transfusion hepatitis B virus infection are remain occur. Generally
occult HBV infection is defined as the detection of HBV-DNA in the serum or tissue of
subjects who have negative test for HBs-Ag. In addition, antibodies to hepatitis B core (HBc)
antigen are marker to acute, chronic and resolved HBV infection that remain detectable
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forever. Consequently anti-HBc is detected in anyone who has been infected with HBV,
while the level of HBs-Ag in the circulation becomes too low to be distinguished. [7,8,9]
Present study was designed to assess the prevalence of anti-hepatitis B core (anti-HBc)
positivity and presence of HBs Ag in serum samples of healthy blood donors in the main
blood bank and evaluation of efficacy of anti-HBc Ab in screening HBV infections among
the blood donors in Thi-Qar province.
METHODOLOGY
Data collection
The data were collected from the main blood bank in Al-Nasiriya city, Thi-Qar province/Iraq
through the period (July – December /2014), ELISA technique was used to screening for HBs
Ag and anti-HBc antibody by using commercial kits (Foresight-USA). The total number of
investigated blood donors was 13775 individuals including (13650) males and (125) females.
The blood donors were divided into three groups according to the frequency of HBV
markers, the first involved the donors with positive reactions to both markers, the second
represents the blood donors which shown positive results to the HBs Ag only and the third
group involved donors with anti-HBc antibody positive alone.
Statistical analysis
The SPSS program (version 19) was used to analyze the data by T- test and ANOVA test.
RESULTS
In this study, the number of positive cases for all groups was 412 (2.99%) of blood donors as
shows in table (1) which distributed between groups as follow: the first group of donors
involved (13) persons representing (0.09%) of donors as shown in table (1). In the second
group the HBs Ag was detected in (20, 0.14%) of blood donors with no significant
differences between these groups under (p< 0.05). While, the third group including the
donors with anti-HBc antibody positive alone involved (379) persons representing (2.75%)
with high significant differences under (P < 0.001) in comparison with first and second
groups (table 2).
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Table (1): The total sero-positivity of HBV infection among blood donors.
Reaction
Positive
Negative
Total

No.
412
13363
13775

Percent (%)
2.99
97.01
100

Table (2): The prevalence of HBV markers according to groups in blood donors.
Markers
HBs & anti-HBc
HBs
Anti-HBc

Reaction
Positive
Negative
Positive
Negative
Positive
Negative

No.
13
13762
20
13755
379
13396
13775

Total

Percent
0.09
99.91
0.14
99.86
2.75
97.25
100

The study shown that the anti-HBc antibody test gave good positivity rate and has a highly
specificity (97.2%) in diagnosis of HBV infections among individual under study when
compared with HBs Ag positivity for the same individual with high significant differences
(P<0.001) as shown in table (3).
Table (3): the relationship between anti-HBc and HBs Ag positivity among blood
donors.
Anti-HBc
Positive
Negative
Total

HBs Ag
Positive
13
39.4%
20
60.6%
33
100%

Negative
379
2.8%
13363
97.2%
13742
100 %

Total
392
2.8%
13383
97.2%
13775
100%

DISCUSSION
The anti-HBC may be the only serological marker to HBV infection that can be detected in
blood donors which may considered a marker for previous infection , low grade chronic
infection or in infection with atypical variant strains of HBV. Also, the possibility of false
positive results not to be excluded.[1,2]
The HBs Ag can usually be detected in blood after (1-2) weeks following exposure and
disappear within (6) months of infection in 90% of people with hepatitis B. In the remaining
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percent (10%) the HBs Ag

persists after 6 months which is an indicator for chronic

hepatitis B.[3,4]
In approximately 50% of patients with self-limited hepatitis B virus infection, there is a time
interval of up to several months between the disappearance of detectable HBs Ag and the
appearance of anti-HBs. During this time, only the anti-HBc is detectable; this period is
referred to as the “core window” or “window phase”. [1,4]
Anti-HBc antibody remain detectable in the human serum for long period after resolved of
HBV

infections. So, this marker is widely used for diagnosis of infections and

epidemiological study despite the fact that, the antibody immune response to all HBV
proteins have been determine in many persons with infections.[10,11]
The results was accepted to some studies in Iraq that shown high rate of anti-HBc in the
persons under studies. Even though , the percentage of incidence of this antibody was lower
than in these studies may be due to differences in the size of samples , geographical area ,
economic state and social effects . Also, the prevalence of HBV depending on environmental
and host factors such as nutritional state and the defect in immune response to
infections.[12,13,14]
By comparing the results of anti-HBc to the results of HBs Ag. when applied on the same
group of blood donors, it can be clearly noticed that anti-Hbc carries a low true positive cases
detection ability . But, it shows a very high ability in excluding true negative persons.
Therefore, when used together in the screening process, anti-HBc test is very much useful in
confirming the true negative persons. As far as, the prevalence of hepatitis B in Iraq is
low.[11,12,14,15] and it is a chronic not-acute killer disease, it will be very much useful to add/
ask for the anti-HBc test in the screening programs in the Iraqi hospitals and private clinics.
That is because in non-common and non-acute killer diseases, highly specific tests are
needed. This gives hand to avoid any unnecessary investigations or other management
procedures.[10,11,16]
The highly significant differences between the markers under study indicates that the antiHBc Ab. is an important serological marker for screening HBV infections among blood
donors in order to reduces occurrence of post transfusion hepatitis B infections. In the other
hand, the anti-HBc Ab. should be used in diagnosis of hepatitis B infections in the other
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medical sites not only in the blood banks and the physicians especially in Iraq should be not
used HBs Ag alone in early diagnosis of HBV illness among the patients in the hospitals or
private clinics which may lead to increase the incidence of infections.
CONCLUSION
The anti-HBc antibody is a good marker in diagnosis and screening of HBV infections among
the blood donors with high specificity in comparing with HBs Ag.
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